
BRANCH DELAY

Branch delay slots are found mainly in DSP architectures and that each have a single branch delay slot; PowerPC,
ARM.

It had only a two-stage pipeline, so the single branch delay slot was sufficient to avoid ever needing to predict
any branches at all. That is like what happens with a branch, somewhere deep in the assembly line, something
causes the line to have to change, dump the line. For example, in this code fragment if Now the interesting
question is what happens if the branch and the delay instruction are not independent. And you cant get new
blue whatsits for another week because someone screwed up. Any operation that relies on the program counter
pc-relative addressing must compute the offset using a pc that is two instructions ahead, for ARM instructions
this is 8 bytes for original thumb 4 bytes and when you add in thumb2 instructions it gets messy. In many
cases, a compiler can put instructions in those slots that don't actually depend on the branch itself, but if it
can't, it must fill them with NOPs, which kills the performance anyway. The MIPS designers codified existing
practice and retroactively declared that if the register operand in the JR instruction is ra, then it predicts as a
subroutine return; otherwise it predicts as a computed jump. A simple design would insert stalls into the
pipeline after a branch instruction until the new branch target address is computed and loaded into the program
counter. What if one step in the line ran out of blue whatsits, and to make the blue and yellow product you
need the blue whatsits. This optimization can be performed in software at compile time by moving instructions
into branch delay slots in the in-memory instruction stream, if the hardware supports this. A more
sophisticated design would execute program instructions which are not dependent on the result of the branch
instruction. The delay slot also writes into r1: It adds 0x1ac to it. So, for example, if you modify a register that
the branch depends on, it will not influence the branch, but be in effect after the jump. So in practice, you can
put the instruction that would be before the branch right after the branch, if this instruction is independent of
the branch instruction, i. No reason to keep them. Presumably you would break out of this loop with a longjmp
or some other nonlocal transfer. Meanwhile, if somebody jumps to label, then execution continues at label,
which sets v0 to zero, and then continues with other stuff. Watch the how its made show. ARM does not have
a delay slot, but it gives the illusion of a pipeline as well, by declaring that the program counter is two
instructions ahead. But in the branch delay slot, we modify the ra register, so that when execution reaches the
start of the called procedure, it gets an artificial return address. We also were able to remove the duplicate OR
v0, zero, zero instruction that had been hoisted into the branch delay slot of the unconditional branch. The
following example is MIPS I assembly code, showing both a load delay slot and a branch delay slot. Branch
prediction is a more hardware-oriented approach, in which the instruction fetcher simply "guesses" which way
the branch will go, executes instructions down that path, and if it later turns out to have guessed wrong, the
results of those instructions are thrown away. RISC CPUs are pipelined by definition, so while the current
instruction is in execution, the following instruction s will be in the pipeline already. The delay instruction is
independent of the branch, nothing special here yet. So instead of execute, empty, empty, execute, execute you
now have execute, execute, empty, execute, execute Sometimes the compiler puts a clue into the instruction
stream, and sometimes the hardware keeps track of which way each branch has gone in the past. Without
them, the pipeline needs to stall whenever a conditional branch is taken, because the instruction fetch
mechanism can't know which instruction should be executed next after the branch instruction until the
computations on which it depends are completed. Execution of code is like bursts of production runs, you
often get short, sometimes long, linear execution paths before hitting a branch to go to another short execution
path, branch another short execution path Load delays were seen on very early RISC processor designs. Load
delay slots are very uncommon because load delays are highly unpredictable on modern hardware. For one
thing, it makes it much harder for binary transformation tools to decompose a program into basic blocks and
recombine them in different ways. Software compatibility requirements dictate that an architecture may not
change the number of delay slots from one generation to the next. If you declare that the instruction after a
branch is always executed then when a branch is taken the instruction in the decode slot also gets executed, the
instruction in the fetch slot is discarded and you have one hole of time not two. See footnote 1. No instruction
executes more than once. But presently, pipelines as much more complex. How deep the pipes really are is
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often not shared with the public. As you would expect from the design of a CPU pipeline, the CPU basically
executes the branch and the delay instruction in order, as they are stored in the instruction stream, and it only
delays the write to PC, i. If the branch is taken, execution will continue at 0x, otherwise at 0x82c, after the
delay slot.


